Abstract-In this paper, we study the joint design of multiresolution (MR) coding and network coding. In the network coding model, we present two coding schemes, intra-layer and inter-layer network coding and use two elements as design parameters: 1) redundancy at different layer; 2) whether to code within a layer or across layers. Two metrics, average distortion and total redundancy, are used to characterize quality and efficiency. We define the notion of redundancy plane and provide coding strategies based on this plane. We show that interlayer coding is always better or at least as good as intra-layer coding in the whole redundancy plane. Our coding strategies give guidelines for choosing between the two coding schemes in different situations and how to replace inter-layer coding with intra-layer coding while achieving the same performance in terms of quality and efficiency.
I. Introduction
Scalable delivery of rich media content over wireless heterogeneous links is an application where importance is increasing. A widely used approach to delivering video is to exploit source-coding techniques such as multi-resolution codes (MRC). MRC divides the video into a base layer and one or more enhancement layers [1] . Decoding a higher layer requires all lower layers. The quality of experience for a user depends on the number of layers he is capable of decoding. Different users may thus experience varying QoS.
The dependence among layers means that special care is needed in determining how they should be handled in the context of network coding. The combination of network coding and MRC has been considered in literature. Reference [2] - [5] use network coding inside a layer. We refer to this as intra-layer network coding. In [6] , Dumitrescu first proposed layered multicast that allows network coding of data in different layers, which is referred to as inter-layer network coding. Reference [7] showed that inter-layer NC helps the delivery of MRC coded media over WiFi, and proposed how to search efficiently online for the optimal coding strategies. In [8] , the authors proposed a pushback algorithm to generate network codes for single-source multicast of MRC.
In this paper, we consider both intra-layer and inter-layer network coding with MRC. The network coding model we present here uses the following two as design parameters: 1) redundancy at different layers; 2) to code within a layer or across layers. We evaluate the performance in two aspects, quality and efficiency. To measure the quality, we use ratedistortion characterization of Gaussian source with squarederror distortion. To measure the efficiency, we define total redundancy which considers redundancy at each layer.
Our work differs from the above reference in two ways. 1) We consider the joint-design of MRC and network coding. 2) We consider intra-and inter-layer network coding from the perspective of rate-distortion. This rate-distortion lies at the heart of MRC.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the system model and intra/inter-layer network coding schemes. Section III introduces the two metrics we use to evaluate the performance. Section IV derives the distortion exponents for two coding schemes. The coding strategy is provided in Section V where we define a notion of redundancy plane. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. System Model
In this section, we set up the system model which includes encoding process and decoding process. Both processes have three steps: MR source coding, layer coding, and multi-stream coding, where the latter two are considered as network coding. Figure 1 is an overview of the system. 
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A. Encoding Process
Consider X 1 , X 2 , ...X M as zero-mean unit variance complex Gaussian variable, generated by M independent memoryless sources, i.e, X i ∼ CN(0, 1) for i ∈ {1, 2...M}. They all undergo a three-step encoding process. For the first two coding steps, the coding blocks are independent and identical for all M sources, therefore we look at only one of them. Although we do not use index i ∈ {1, 2...M}, readers should keep in mind that the same coding steps happen for all M symbols. 1) MR Source Encoding: The MR source encoder φ encodes X into a two-layer MRC with a K b -bit base layer and a K r -bit refinement layer. We use
to denote the base layer codeword, and C r = C r (1) C r (2) ... C r (K r ) to denote the refinement layer codeword. Any binary vector of length K can be interpreted as an element in F K 2 , the finite field with 2 K elements. Therefore the source encoder φ(·) is:
2) Layer Encoding: Each MRC then undergoes a layer coding block. it decides whether to code within a layer or across layers, and how much redundancy is needed for each layer. Here we assume all M coding blocks take the same coding strategy in terms of layer redundancy and intra-orinter layer coding. The output of these layer coding blocks are generated by random linear network coding (RLNC) [9] . The layer coding block contains two encoders. The base encoder φ b (·) converts C b toĈ b of length N b . The refinement encoder φ r (·) converts C r toĈ r of length N r . b denotes the base layer redundancy, and r denotes the refinement layer redundancy. The output code lengths for the base layer and refinement layer are
The total length of codewords is
We also define the base layer percentage as
As later we assume the bit erasure rate to be p, to ensure reliable transmission, we need to provide enough redundancy in each layer. So we assume layer encoders choose b , r > p and define the Redundancy Plane to be the ( b , r ) plane where b , r ∈ (p, 1] given some p and M. Now we look at the intra-layer and inter-layer coding separately. a) Intra-layer encoding: In this scheme, the encoding of each layer is independent. The output codeword consists of bits which are random linear combinations of bits from the same layer. Let a
2 . The output of the base encoder is therefore a (N b , K b ) linear code. For the jth element in the base layer vector,
h j is a random vector generated by the encoder. j = 1, 2, ...N b . Similarly for refinement layer, we use a K r × N r matrix H r = h 1 h 2 ... h N r to represent the linear function,
for the jth element in the refinement layer, we haveĈ
h j is also a random coding vector. j = 1, 2, ..., N r .
b) Inter-layer encoding: In this scheme, the base layer encoder and generating matrix are the same as in the intralayer coding case. However, the refinement layer encoder takes in the base layer as well as the refinement layer to generate a random code. The encoding function for the refinement layer is ψ r :
The size of the encoding matrix is (K b + K r ) × N r . The jth element of refinement code is:
3) Multi-stream Encoding: After the layer coding process, we have M output codes. Then they undergo a multi-stream coding block. The encoder is a function which maps M Nbit long codewords to one MN-bit long codeword. Denote the multi-stream encoder by ME:
The layer coding combines different layers and multi-stream coding combines different streams. They together model the network coding process in a network. We make the abstraction of the actual transmission of the codewords into bits, that each bit is put into a different packet, so they experience independent bit erasure with probability p.
B. Decoding Process
The decoding process consists of the reversed 3 steps as the encoding process.
1) Multi-stream Decoding: The received codeword goes through a multi-stream decoder denoted by MD. It maps the MN-bit long code back to M N-bit long codes:
2) Layer Decoding: As each bit is erased with probability p, the number of bits that successfully arrive at each layer decoder is not the original N b and N r . We use N b and N r to denote the actual number of received bits for base and refinement layer, respectively. And we have N b ≤ N b , N r ≤ N r . Here we relate the erasure of certain bits to eliminating corresponding columns of the encoding matrix. If the ith bit is erased, then at the receiver's side, the equivalent encoding matrix becomes
. This is the same for refinement encoding matrix. Then we look at the decoding functions for the two coding schemes individually. b) Inter-layer decoding: In this case, the decoding of the base layer is the same as in the intra-layer decoding case. However it is more complicated to decode the refinement layer.
Here the equivalent refinement layer encoding matrix H r is a (K b + K r ) × N r matrix. The decoding matrix of refinement layer however, is constructed from both the base and refinement layer. And therefore, the decoding matrix is
In both cases, the product of the layer decoder could be none, one or two layers.
3) MR Source Decoding: If the MR source decoder receives two layers from the layer decoder, it uses the refinement decoder to map it back to the alphabet: 
III. The Metrics
A. Quality metric -Average distortion
We consider the squared-error d(X,X) = (X −X) 2 as the distortion measure. For i.i.d. unit-variance complex Gaussian source, the distortion function is D = e −R [10] . When it comes to multi-resolution codes, the quality of representation varies, depending on the number of layers decoded. For a MR code with the base source rate K b and the refinement source rate K r , the distortion achieved by the base and refinement decoder respectively is
In this model, the receiver could decode none, one or two layers, which results in different distortions. We use P 0 , P 1 and P 2 denote the probabilities of decoding none, one and two layers. We then have
We define the distortion exponent as
where
B. Efficiency metric -Total redundancy Combining the redundancy in each layer, we use to denote the total amount of redundancy of the codewords.
For any give α, we can plot different level of redundancy in the redundancy plane, we call these lines Redundancy Equivalence lines. Points on the same redundancy equivalence plane have equal total redundancy.
Total redundancy increase 
IV. Distortion Exponent
In this section, we analyze the average distortion and derive the distortion exponent for both intra-layer and inter-layer cases.
1) Intra-layer coding: We first look at one MRC and start by finding P 0 , P 1 and P 2 . The receiver cannot decode anything if he fails to decode the base layer. Thus the condition for decoding no layer is N b < K b . For each length N-bit code, the probability is
Using Stirling's approximation [11] , for i ∈ {0, 1, ...n},
Therefore, to decode M codewords, we need
Similarly, we can find E 1 (α, b , r ) and E 2 (α, b , r ). Substituting in equation (9), (10) and (11), we get
As E = min{E 0 , E 1 , E 2 }, we denote the region where E = E i as A i for i = 0, 1, 2. We shall use these regions to derive coding strategies later. The distortion exponent E is
The maximum of E is achieved at the intersection of A 0 , A 1 and A 2 when E 0 = E 1 = E 2 . Define a function F(x) = MD(x||p) + x − 1 and the solution to
intra and E * intra denote the total redundancy and distortion exponent, at the optimal point. Using Taylor expansion, we obtain *
2) Inter-layer coding: In the inter-layer coding scheme, the only difference of decoding probability is decoding none layers. As the refinement layer also contains base layer information, besides the constraint that N b < K b , we also need to make sure that refinement layer doesn't provide enough help, i.e, N b + N r < K b + K r . Then we have
The distortion exponent E is:
where B i is the region where E = E i for i = 0, 1, 2. For any α, the maximum E is achieved at ( * b,inter , * r,inter ) where
The total redundancy * intra and the maximum distortion exponent E * intra are therefore * inter = x * (25)
V. Coding Strategy A. Comparing the two coding schemes Figure 3 shows that inter-layer coding always has a slightly bigger distortion exponent than intra-layer coding scheme with different parameters. As N grows, such difference may translate into considerable benefit in average distortion. We can also observe that in the intra-layer coding case, the maximum E is a function of α as shown in equation (19), while the maximum E for inter-layer coding is independent of α, as in equation (26). In the latter case, it means no matter what's the α, we can always achieve the same best performance by adjusting the redundancy in the base and refinement layer. This property will help to maintain a robust service quality when there's certain constraint of α, for example, there's some quality request of the base layer.
B. Dividing the redundancy plane
We want to find a coding strategy based on the redundancy plane. This coding strategy will consider the two metrics, average distortion and total redundancy. As shown in figure 4 , the redundancy plane consists of 5 regions:
Compare E intra and E inter in each of the five regions, we have:
Thus we draw our first important conclusion: Inter-layer coding can always do at least as well as intra-layer coding. Based on the distortion exponent, we define the region A 1 ∪A 2 as Inter-layer coding region, since inter-layer coding achieves lower distortion in this region, and define A 0 as Indifferent coding region, since both schemes achieve the same performance in this region. In the previous section, we proved that in both the intra-layer coding and inter-layer coding schemes, the optimal solutions satisfy the following equation: E = 1− . Now we can further prove that this also holds as long as E = E 2 , i.e, given redundancy is in region A 2 in the intra-layer coding scheme and region B 2 in the inter-layer coding scheme. The prove for this is straightforward based on equation (16), equation (22) and the definition of total redundancy (12). Therefore we formulate the statement into a lemma. Lemma: In region A 2 in the intra-layer coding redundancy plane and B 2 in the intre-layer coding redundancy plane, the distortion exponent and total redundancy satisfy: E = 1 − .
We also have that E[D] = e −NE [10] . So for the points in region A 2 or B 2 , the lower the distortion, the less the redundancy. This can be interpreted as: 1) there's no tradeoff between the quality and efficiency; 2) Each redundancy corresponds to certain distortion. In a redundancy plane, points on the same redundancy equivalence line have equal total redundancy, and in region A 2 and B 2 they also have the same distortion level. Therefore, for any operating point in region A 0 ∩ B 2 , we can draw a redundancy equivalence line through that point and find equivalent operating points in the indifferent coding region A 2 , where the same performance could be provided with intra-layer coding. (When we talk about the performance, we refer to both the average distortion and total redundancy). Therefore, we call A 0 ∩ B 2 the Replaceable inter-layer coding region, indicated by a gray shaded are in figure 5 . The redundancy equivalence line can keep moving down until it hits the yellow dashed line in figure 5 where the distortion exponent reaches E * intra . It is the minimum achievable distortion for intra-layer coding. Below that, there's no equivalent operating points for intra-layer coding to achieve the same performance as the inter-layer coding. So the rest of region A 0 is referred to as Irreplaceable inter-layer coding region, .
Indiffernt coding region
Irreplaceable inter-layer coding region
Operating points achieving
Operating points achieving Replaceable inter-layer coding region To conclude, the coding strategy for a given redundancy plane is:
1) If the given redundancy ( b , r ) is in Indifferent coding region, then we could choose either coding scheme, both of which will provide the same performance. 2) If the given redundancy ( b , r ) is in inter-layer coding region, then we could always choose the inter-layer coding scheme to get a lower distortion. There are two sub cases:
• If the operating point is in the Replaceable interlayer coding region with a fixed total redundancy, but flexible ( b , r ), we can move along the redundancy equivalence line into inter-changeable coding region to change for the intra-layer coding scheme.
• If the operating point is in the Replaceable interlayer coding region, then we should always choose inter-layer coding over intra-layer coding.
VI. Conclusion
In this paper, a joint MR and NC model is developed. We present two coding schemes, intra-layer network coding and inter-layer network coding with MRC. The encoding and decoding process of the two schemes are described in detail, together with the structure of the codes. We provide coding strategies based on the redundancy plane which considers both the quality and efficiency. We show that inter-layer coding always achieves at least the same performance as intra-layer coding. The mixing of layers never hurts. We also point out that in some region, inter-layer coding can be replaced by changing the parameters without harming the quality or efficiency. The coding strategies we propose could provide guidelines in designing a joint MR and NC system and answer the questions such as when do we code across the layers or within a layer, and how much redundancy is needed to protect MRC.
